**Daily Assignment**

Announcements:

- Tonight, Nov. 8, 7pm, Campus Theatre (Market Street) movie & panel discussion “Countdown to Zero” (dangers of nuclear bomb) \(^1\)

- 1st Draft of Project III will be Nov. 17. Friday you will present orally in class first findings.

Read: HPSH pages 213–241 (Gell-Mann)

Due: Wednesday, November 10, 9 am (answers to questions 1.–3. via web-entry)

1. Make a time table of the main events in M. Gell-Mann’s life.
2. Summarize the work of Gell-Mann
3. What did you find most interesting about Murray Gell-Mann?
4. Continue working on your project III (you will give an update orally on Friday in class).

---

\(^1\)This is optional. I would have loved to go, but I will have to be with my kids, because B.VL. teaches lab tonight and this is my son’s birthday. Would be great if you could take notes.